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From: Jason Dreisbach
To: RHG~nrc.gov,
Date: 3/30/04 4:57PM
Subject: Re: electronic exemptions/SERs (ATTN: Sunil)

Ray,

I did not print out the entire documents, just the relevant pages. I have the fische numbers so whoever you
get to do this can print out the fische document to scan into ADAMS. See below (the format is Plant Year
Fische#-Page#):
Seabrook 1983 17669-134
Diablo 1985 30564-022
Farley 1985 33787-308
Farley 1986 39220-322
TMI 1986 39220-138
TMl 198740280-301
Arnold 1987 43203-026
Rancho Seco 1987 43595-005
ANOI 1988 47444-082
ANO2 1988 47460-290
Oyster Creek 1990 54355-167
Beaver Valley 1983 17728-347
Beaver Valley 1987 41186-104
Clintonl 1986 37546-012
WPS 1981 18684-082

If you have problems with these numbers, let me know. I do not believe that the above list is complete, but
rather a representative sample which probably includes most of the approved manual actions. There are a
few other plants who I've been told have SERs with approved manual actions for III.G.2, but there was no
way for me to word search the various revisions to these SERs so they have not been tracked down yet.
The plants on this list are SONGS, Watts Bar, Vogtle and Comanche Peak. Here's a wish: Maybe along
with this rulemaking someone can issue a generic letter asking the licensees to provide us proof (AKA
exemptions/deviations/SERs) that they have approved manual actions...as painful as it might be, this
probably could be easier for the staff than trying to track down a definitive list of exemptions using ADAMS
and fische.

Instead of printing the fische, maybe someone can get the original hard copies from the library or records
office. Eva would know how to go about this.

-Jason.

<<< Ray Gallucci 3/30 4:29p»>>
In addition to the attached OpManAx exemptions, Eva needs to get the ones for which you have only hard
copies put into ADAMS so she can download onto a CD for Markey/Dingell response (by April 7th at
latest). In your cube, I see only the few pages you extracted from each (e.g., Beaver Valley 1987), copies
of which you gave to me. Did you print out the entire exemptions? If so, where are they? If not, how can
we get them (microfiche)?

Sunil - we'll need clerical help to get any hard copies Jason has (or can identify) into ADAMS (via
microfiche printouts and then scanning?) for Eva to copy onto the Markey/Dingell CD she is preparing.

>>> Jason Dreisbach 03/26/04 11:OOAM >>>
for ANO1+2, Farley 1+2 and Oyster Creek...


